
 
 

COMPLETE LISTING OF ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY® (AIO) RESOURCES 
A PRESENTATION OF FOCUS ON THE FAMILY 

 
Print the latest version of this list at http://www.WhitsEnd.org/Vault. 

 
ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – AUDIO SERIES 

(BEGINS WITH MOST RECENT VOLUME) 
 

Vol. 56 The Grand Design                  CBD Item Code: 976778 
It seems like everyone in Odyssey is looking for something. As Emily pursues her hopes and dreams, she journeys in the 
Imagination Station to see Whit as a young boy. Penny goes hunting for happiness but her search makes her miserable. 
And Jay must figure out a strange program in the Room of Consequence that could lead to an unwanted ending. Through 
his inventions and wise counsel, Whit guides the folks in Odyssey along the right path. 
“The Perfect Church, Parts 1-2” The importance of church 
“Great Expectations” Goals, aspirations 
“For Three Dollars More” Tithing 
“The Bible Network” Bible reading 
“Happy Hunting” The search for happiness 
“The Holy Hoopster” Living out faith 
“The Lost Riddle” Guilt 
“Groundhog Jay” Responsibility 
“Home Again, Parts 1-2” Assumptions 
“Push the Red Button” Beauty, truth, and goodness 
 
Vol. 55 The Deep End                CBD Item Code: 976689 
Jason Whittaker discovers a life-threatening plot in the works after he tracks the villainous Mr. Grote to London. Back in 
Odyssey, rumors fly when a wedding brochure is mistaken for an announcement, and everyone thinks Connie is getting 
married. Eugene and Katrina hear unsettling news about their future. And Kids’ Radio tells the exciting story about how a 
backcountry man with a simple desire for peace winds up on the front lines of World War One.  Amidst all of the conflict 
and comedy, our pals in Odyssey learn that being in over their heads can be a very touching and funny experience when 
God is put in the center of it all. 
“The Labyrinth, Parts 1-3” Following the right path 
“To Mend or Repair” Being a friend 
“Mistaken for Good” Being a friend 
“Sergeant York, Parts 1-4” Love always protects 
“Child’s Play” Being used by God 
“Something Old, Something New, Parts 1-2” Regrets 

 
Vol. 54 Clanging Cymbals… and the Meaning of God’s Love                CBD Item Code: 976672 
What is the true meaning of love? The kids in Odyssey will find out even while the town is buzzing with competition. A 
scavenger hunt pits Matthew, Jay, and Barrett against each other in a musical extravaganza. Can Barrett take his eyes off 
the prize to focus on what’s truly important? Meanwhile, Olivia struggles to show "brotherly love" when Matthew wants to 
take away her role as Wooton’s camp assistant and Eugene must decide how to be honest when Connie showers him 
with a string of gifts...that he can’t stand. Integrity, trust, and forgiveness are all put to the test as the folks in Odyssey 
learn the lessons of 1 Corinthians 13. 
“Wooton Knows Best” Having all knowledge 
“A Penny Saved” Love always protects 
“The Amazing Loser” Love is not self-seeking 
“Anger Mismanagement” Love is not easily angered 
“Forgiving More… or Less” Love keeps no record of wrongs 
“You’re Two Kind” Love is kind 
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“A Penny Earned” Love is patient 
“Never for Nothing” Love never fails 
“Emily the Genius” Love always perseveres 
“How to Sink a Sub” Love always trusts 
“Unbecoming Jay” Love is not rude 
“Childish Things” Putting away childish things 
 
Vol. 53 The Green Ring Conspiracy                   CBD Item Code: 976528 
It all beings when a small plane crashes under strange circumstances outside town. The mystery deepens when a 
backpack filled with money is found in the woods near Gower's Field, outside of Odyssey. What does all of this have to do 
with the Green Ring Conspiracy? Whit, Eugene, and Connie have to put together the clues before it's too late to stop a 
worldwide conspiracy! 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes video of the actors in the studio creating this unique collection. 
“The Green Ring Conspiracy, Parts 1 - 12” Recognizing deception 
 
Vol. 52 Cause and Effect CBD                 Item Code: 976380 
Mysteries abound in Odyssey as Eugene and Mathew try to figure out why the Odyssey clock tower is counting down to a 
mysterious deadline and Emily Jones tries to unmask the phantom of the school play. Meanwhile, the crew at Whit’s End 
tries fasting – with hilarious results – and Wooton tried his hand at a radio show…with no script! Get ready for 12 exciting 
stories that reveal just what God can do in our lives. 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes video on the creation of the banana fight in “An Agreeable Nanny.” 
“The Mystery of the Clock Tower, Parts 1 and 2” be sure your sin will find you out 
“Wooton’s Broken Pencil Show” ??? 
“Stage Fright” fear 
“Fast As I Can” fasting 
“Opposite Day” friendship 
“The Owlnapping” only God has true power 
“Square One” trust 
“A Thankstaking Story” being thankful 
“An Agreeable Nanny” responsibility 
“The Malted Milkball Falcon” honesty 
“Grandma’s Christmas Visit” the true meaning of Christmas 
 
Vol.  51   Take It From the Top   CBD Item Code: 974906  
It’s back to the basics in “Take it from the Top,” the long-anticipated 51st album of Adventures in Odyssey! Enter Whit’s 
new invention, the Inspiration Station, and find out why Connie wants to spend so much time in it. Solve mysteries with 
local sleuth Emily Jones, and find out why 10-year-old Matthew Parker doesn’t think being “target of the week” is such a 
good thing. This album contains family-oriented episodes about everyday life in Odyssey with relevant messages and top-
notch fun. Catch up with Whit, Connie, Eugene, and Wooton, and meet the new families as they learn lessons about 
responsibility, revenge, and God-given inspiration. Whether on a baseball field, at home, or at Whit’s End, there’s never a 
dull moment in the town of Odyssey! 
 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes content, bonus song, and a featurette about the music of the Jubilee Singers. 
 
 “The Inspiration Station, Parts 1 and 2”  inspiration   
 “Clutter”  storing up treasures in heaven  
 “Game for a Mystery”  procrastination  
 “Target of the Week”  the folly of revenge  
 “For the Birds”  responsibility  
 “When You’re Right, You’re Right”  pride  
 “Grandma’s Visit”  the importance of family  
 “Finish What You...”   responsibility  
“The Jubilee Singers, Parts 1, 2, and 3”   perseverance 
 
Vol.  50   The Best Small Town      CBD Item Code: 974876  
It’s time for the annual “Best Small Town in America” national competition… and Odyssey’s in the running! This special 
occasion brings together a hometown reunion of long-lost friends, like the Barclay family, Lucy Cunningham-Schultz and 
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Edwin Blackgaard. But who knows how far everyone will go to take the title? Your family won’t want to miss these brand-
new stories with plenty of good old-fashioned fun—Odyssey style! 
 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes content, with a tribute to actor Walker Edmiston (voice of Tom and Bart) 
 
 “A Capsule Comes to Town”  learning from the past   
 “Suspicious Finds”  living to please God  
 “License to Deprive”  appreciating what you have  
 “Accidental Dilemma, Parts 1 and 2”  good triumphs over evil  
 “A Class Reenactment”  doing what’s right  
 “The Forgotten Deed”  standing up for your faith  
 “The Triangled Web, Parts 1 and 2”  friendship  
 “Rights, Wrongs and Winners”   sacrifice  
 “The Imagination Station Revisited, Parts 1 and 2”  salvation  
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Vol. 49   The Sky’s the Limit      CBD Item Code: 974739  
After a year of action-adventure and intrigue, it's a season of new discoveries in Odyssey! Wooton falls in love with a 
young lady, who's not all that she appears. When Eugene learns the heart-wrenching events of his birth, his response 
inspires his dad Leonard to do something drastic. And, in stories that emphasize hope and relying on God, the family 
situations of Mandy and Grady come full circle. The Sky’s the Limit when you have an adventure in Odyssey! 
 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes content, plus a special preview of Volume 50 
 
“A New Era, Parts 1, 2, and 3”  salvation; the sanctity of life; following God’s will; redemption 
 “BTV: Temptation”  temptation  
 “Buddy Guard”  purity of motives  
 “Wooing Wooton”  integrity  
 “Something Significant”  obedience to God in all things  
 “Life, in the Third Person, Parts 1 and 2”  God’s comfort in troubled times  
 “The Highest Stakes, Parts 1 and 2”  forgiveness; salvation  
 “Chip off the Shoulder”   reconciliation; grudges  
 
Vol. 48   Moment of Truth      CBD Item Code: 974470  
Everyone in Odyssey is searching for the truth. Grady discovers more about God, thanks to the Imagination Station. 
Eugene and his father must uncover the truth about a sinister archeologist, so they can finally bring him to justice. And 
comic mailman Wooton stumbles into a mystery... is someone covertly crying for help? In these 12 newest stories, small-
town Odyssey has big adventure, big laughs and big truths in store! 
Bonus! Includes outtakes, deleted scenes, a bonus song, plus a special preview of Volume 49 
 

 “BTV: Redeeming the Season”   Christmas traditions      
 “Run-of-the-Mill Miracle”    miracles      
 “Prequels of Love”     appreciating those we love    
 “Hear Me, Hear Me”     the importance of listening      
 “Best of Enemies”     loving one another unconditionally   
 “Only By His Grace”     grace       
 “The Top Floor, Part 1”    behaving as a Christian in every situation    
 “The Top Floor, Part 2”    behaving as a Christian in every situation    
 “The Top Floor, Part 3”    behaving as a Christian in every situation    
 “The Other Side of the Glass, Part 1”   helping those in need    
 “The Other Side of the Glass, Part 2”   helping those in need    
 “The Other Side of the Glass, Part 3”   helping those in need    
 
Vol.  47   Into the Light        CBD Item Code: 74464  
Eugene’s long-awaited reunion with his father fizzles when a ruthless archeologist shows up – and Leonard Meltsner 
disappears again! Meanwhile, Mandy schemes to get her parents back and Connie goes undercover (as a clown!) at 
Odyssey’s annual carnival. From a birthday party that turns disastrous to amazing Bible stories, Adventures in Odyssey’s 
Into the Light entertains the whole family with memorable characters and values that matter! 
Bonus! Includes behind-the-scenes material plus a special preview of Volume 48 
 

 “Cover of Darkness”     trusting God      
 “Out of Our Hands”     God is in control     
 “My Favorite Thing”     spending time with family    
 “Blood, Sweat and Fears”    facing fear      
 “The Nudge”      prayer       
 “Bernard and Jeremiah”    faith; obedience     
 “Mum’s the Word”     honesty       
 “The Family Next Door”    the importance of family; reaching out to others    
 “Like Father, Like Wooton”    honesty      
 “The Chosen One, Part 1”    sacrifice      
 “The Chosen One, Part 2”    sacrifice      
 “The Undeniable Truth”    making a difference as a Christian   
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Vol. 46   A Date with Dad (and Other Calamities)   CBD Item Code: 973461  
Marvin's got a job and his sister Tamika is riding around in a hot dog car... what's going on with the Washington family? 
And Bart Rathbone becomes an intern at Whit's End?!? In A Date with Dad (and Other Calamities), meet families just like 
yours… only with a few more wacky situations! Plus, you'll join Eugene's action-packed search for his father -- a hunt that 
takes Whit and Eugene from forgotten relatives, to a spy agency and beyond. 
Bonus: Includes the first-ever Odyssey audio commentary from the writers and producers!  
 

 “Dead Ends”      God’s provision      
 “A Cheater Cheated”     the Golden Rule         
 “The Poor Rich Guy”     Bible study      
 “Bringing Up Dads”     respecting parents      
 “Broken-Armed and Dangerous”   guilt       
 “The Impossible”     nothing is impossible with God     
 “Three O’clock Call”     God as Father      
 “Switch”      managing money     
 “Now More than Ever”    being there for a friend     
 “Around the Block”     persistence      
 “A Time for Action, Part 1”     taking action      
 “A Time for Action, Part 2”     taking action      
 
Vol. 45   Lost & Found     CBD Item Code: 973319 
From Eugene and Katrina’s search for the truth in Africa, to the comedic talent show judged by Bryan Dern, Lost & Found 
has it all! This 4-CD (or 6-cassette) set includes all 12 episodes from The Mystery of the Lost Village and Odditions – plus 
over 10 minutes of behind-the-scenes features on the creation of “Odyssey Sings”!  
 “Prisoners of Fear, Part 1”    serving others      
 “Prisoners of Fear, Part 2”    serving others       
 “Prisoners of Fear, Part 3”    serving others    
 “Back to Abnormal”     dealing with change     
 “The Business of Busyness”    being too busy      
 “All-Star Witness”     communication; forgiveness      
 “Odyssey Sings”     fame      
 “Always”      love of a family      
 “Tales of a Small-Town Thug”   responding to criticism      
 “A Christmas Conundrum”    giving       
 “Silent Night”      selflessness      
 “The Champ of the Camp”    winning isn’t everything     
 
Vol. 44   Eugene Returns!   CBD Item Code: 973003 
From Eugene’s exciting reappearance to his hilarious wedding, this collection brings you full circle! This 4-CD (or 6-
cassette) set includes all 12 episodes from A Most Surprising Return and A Most Amazing Event – plus bonus features.  
 “The Present Long Ago”    getting advice    
 “The Last ‘I Do’”     standing up for what’s right; the story of Saint Valentine   
 “Tuesdays with Wooton”    relationships      
 “A Most Intriguing Question” (Part 1)   curiosity      
 “A Most Surprising Answer” (Part 2)   friendship      
 “A Most Extraordinary Conclusion” (Part 3)  the power of prayer      
 “Lost by a Nose”     true beauty     
 “Two Friends and a Truck”    mercy       
 “The Power of One”     the power of God    
 “The Invisible Dog”     compassion      
 “For Better or For Worse, Part 1”   competition      
 “For Better or For Worse, Part 2”   competition      
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Vol. 43   Along for the Ride     CBD Item Code: 70785  
It’s never a smooth ride in Odyssey… A national treasure comes to town and is promptly stolen.  The Washington family 
tries desperately to get to church on time.  And a young boy is desperate to chase down a toy lamb? Exciting, heart-
warming shows highlight lessons on telling the truth, God’s gifts, and family togetherness.  Come along—it could be the 
ride of your life!   
 “Sounds Like A Mystery”    deception      
 “Think on These Things”    purity      
 “Fairy Tal-E-Vision”     the consequences of sin      
 “Stars in Our Eyes”     heroes      
 “Sunday Morning Scramble”    worship       
 “Potential Possibilities”    using God’s gifts    
 “Call Me if You Care”     forgiveness      
 “True Calling”      fear of the future    
 “And That’s the Truth…”    speaking the truth in love     
 “A Lamb’s Tale”     sacrifice      
 “A Glass Darkly”      God’s ways      
 “The Coolest Dog”      pride       
 
Vol. 42   No Way Out   CBD Item Code: 7229X  
Everybody’s looking for a way out, but it won’t be easy. Whit finds himself trapped in a room with no doors and no 
windows. How will he break free? This exciting collection answers questions about fear, sacrifice and loyalty. 
 “Living in the Gray, Part I”    God’s unconditional love    
 “Living in the Gray, Part II”    God’s unconditional love    
 “Stubborn Streaks”     admitting you’re wrong     
 “Called On in Class”     fear       
 “The Girl in the Sink”     being used by God     
 “Bernard and Saul”     jealousy      
 “Eggshells”      loving others; being sensitive    
 “Nothing But the Half Truth”    half-truths     
 “Split Ends”      holding grudges      
 “Something’s Got to Change”    sacrifice      
 “No Way Out” (Part I)      true love casts out fear     
 “No Way In” (Part II)      true love casts out fear     
 
Vol. 41   In Hot Pursuit   CBD Item Code: 972406  
He loves me, he loves me not? Love—even life itself—is on the line as Connie drives all the way to Washington, D.C. to 
mend fences with Mitch. But his cool reception matches the frigid water that nearly cost Connie her life during a stopover 
in West Virginia. A sudden job opportunity abroad creates yet another crisis for their relationship. Meanwhile, Odyssey’s 
master of mispronunciation Bart Rathbone decides to sponsor—what else?—a Shakespeare festival. But he ends up with 
more theatrics behind stage than on it. Throughout these and other conflict-solving stories, kids ages 8 and up will learn 
that running away from a problem only makes matters worse.  
 “Do or Diet”      patience;  perseverance    
 “Hindsight”      the value of every life; the value of every moment   
 “The Taming of the Two”    teamwork      
 “The Mailman Cometh”    with age and privilege comes responsibility    
 “Teacher’s Pest”     loving your enemies     

 “My Girl Hallie”     relationships with things vs. relationships with people  

 “Seeing Red”      admitting you’re wrong     
 “Black Clouds”     God’s presence in tough times    
 “Silver Lining”     the folly of revenge      
 “Pink Is Not My Color”    parental love; relationships     
 “Something Blue, Part I”    counting the cost     
 “Something Blue, Part II”    counting the cost     
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Vol. 40   Out of Control   CBD Item Code: 72087 
Stand by for chaos!  Connie and the gang think they’re doing another safe, scripted BTV program.  But that’s before the 
fire, the okra incident and the renegade nose.  Meanwhile, Liz’s brother Mark just got engaged.  How’s she supposed to fit 
in now that she’s second fiddle?  Missing families, missing identities and missing the point all figure prominently in the 40th 
installment of “Adventures in Odyssey.”   
 “For the Fun of It”     having fun     
 “Room Enough for Two”    selfishness     
 “BTV: Behind the Scenes”    unity; working together       
 “Bassett Hounds”     grace       
 “It’s All About Me”     credit      
 “The Case of the Disappearing Hortons”  accepting help from others      

 “The Defining Moment”    heroism     
 “The Mystery at Tin Flat”    fitting in       
 “All Things to All People”    evangelism     
 “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow, I”   figuring out God’s will     
 “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow, II”   figuring out God’s will     
 “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow, III”   figuring out God’s will     
 
Vol. 39   Friends, Family and Countrymen  CBD Item Code: 970462  
Things never slow down around Odyssey.  Alex is hoping to survive a long weekend with his grandparents, but things get 
interesting when he sees his grandfather dig up a strange wooden box in the woods.  More adventure unfolds as Marvin 
Washington takes his first trip back in time on the Imagination Station and lands in the middle of the American 
Revolutionary War.   
 “Between You and Me”    putting God first      
 “Aubrey’s Bathrobe”     using our ability to serve God    
 “The Popsicle Kid”      uniqueness      
 “The Toy Man”      sacrifice, making tough choices    
 “For Trying Out Loud”    finding your place      
 “Benefit of the Doubt”    doing what’s right      

 “The American Revelation, I”    American history  
 “The American Revelation, II”    American history  
 “BTV: Obedience”     obedience      
 “Relatively Annoying”       getting along with people    
 “The Pact, I”      living with an eternal perspective      
 “The Pact, II”      living with an eternal perspective      
 
Vol. 38   Battle Lines    CBD Item Code: 70306 
Is manipulation ever OK—even if good is accomplished? This explosive conclusion to the Novacom saga, Battle Lines, 
explores that topic. Strange things are going on all around. Both Jason in Alaska and Whit in Odyssey witness miraculous 
healings and unexplainable violence. What’s more, it appears that it’s all caused by the same source. Also, Whit 
discovers the shocking truth about the real owner of his new shop in Connellsville—and it’s not pretty. He’s starting to put 
things together as this shadowy web of deceit unfolds, but will it be too little too late?  
 * “Under the Influence, Part I”    choosing friends wisely      
 * “Under the Influence, Part II”   choosing friends wisely      
 * “The Black Veil, Part I”    spiritual battles     
 * “The Black Veil, Part II”    spiritual battles      
 * “Twisting Pathway”     choosing the right direction      
 * “Sheep’s Clothing”     recognizing deception     

 * “Box of Miracles”     putting our faith in God, not science   
 * “The Unraveling”     fighting for what’s right     
 * “Exceptional Circumstances”   exposing the truth     
 * “Expect the Worst”     prayer in times of trouble    
 * “Exactly as Planned”    hope in troubled times     
 * “Exit”      the ultimate victory of truth   
* These episodes are part of the Novacom story arc (30 episodes total) 
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Vol. 37   Countermoves     CBD Item Code: 970284  
Don’t look now, but is that a camera over there?!  As the long awaited opening day of the new Whit’s End approaches, all 
eyes are on Whit and the gang – including some that are uninvited.  Jason’s life is no picnic either: a trip back to war-torn 
South American lands him in jail!  Meanwhile, Mandy and Sarah stumble upon an old friend who vanishes, leaving behind 
a strange secret message with a warning about “Andromeda”.   
 * “Shining Armor, I”     putting our trust in God instead of ourselves    
 * “Shining Armor, II”     putting our trust in God instead of ourselves    
 “OT Action News: Battle at the Kishon”  the biblical story of Deborah and Barak; faith in God during 

adversity     
 * “Strange Boy in a Strange Land”   trust; honesty; loneliness      
 * “Grand Opening, I”     trust        
 * “Grand Opening, II”     trust       

 “Happy Smilers”     the source of true happiness     
 * “Secrets”      being yourself     
 * “Plan B: Missing in Action”    dealing with loss      
 * “Plan B: Collision Course”    trust      
 * “Plan B: Crossfire”     dealing with loss    
 * “Plan B: Resistance”    dealing with loss; the importance of verbalizing your feelings  
* These episodes are part of the Novacom story arc (30 episodes total) 
   
Vol. 36   Danger Signals     CBD Item Code: 99600   
Something sinister is brewing in the quiet town of Odyssey and not even Whit can put his finger on it. The kids are 
flocking to the hot, new hangout; while back at Whit’s End, the windows are collecting dust—the ones that aren’t being 
smashed, that is. Things haven’t been the same since media conglomerate Novacom moved in. Even Connie turns to 
mush whenever Novacom’s new hire, Robert Mitchell, is around. Are the kids losing that small town innocence that 
always kept them out of harm’s way?   
 * “The W. E.”       discouragement      
 * “Green Eyes & Yellow Tulips”   judging others      
 “The Triangle, I”      friendship; love      
 “The Triangle II”      friendship; love      
 “Snow Day”      determination       
 “Broken Window”     judging others; justice     

 * “Chains, I”      compassion; trust      
 * “Chains, II”      compassion; trust      
 “Break a Leg”      appreciating what you have    
 “Fifteen Minutes”     the folly of fame      
 “Welcoming Wooton”     giftedness      
 * “Breaking Point”     trust    
* These episodes are part of the Novacom story arc (30 episodes total) 
 
Vol. 35   The Big Picture     CBD Item Code: 99092  
What's a day in Odyssey... without a sting operation to trace a computer hacker? Or time in prison with a marked man? 
Or an airborne journey without the plane? As you can see, things are rarely ordinary around Odyssey. But strange as 
things sometimes get, the truth--and the big picture--always emerge after your radio friends embark on a life-changing 
adventure. Join them for the fun-filled discoveries as they catch sight of life's larger canvas. Hit play, then step back and 
admire God's greater design.  
 “The Big Deal I”      standing up for what you believe   
 “The Big Deal II”     standing up for what you believe   
 “Life Trials of the Rich and Famous”    how you treat others     
 “Missionary: Impossible”    mission work at home and around the world    
 “The Great Wishy Woz I”    the folly of humanism     
 “The Great Wishy Woz II”    the folly of humanism    

 “Best Laid Plans”     God’s plans sometimes differ from ours       
 “The Worst Day Ever”     bad days happen     
 * “Opportunity Knocks”    relying on God even when we don’t know the next step  
 * “Red Herring”     curiosity      
 “Slumber Party”     friendship      
 * “Nova Rising”     not compromising your beliefs   
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* These episodes are part of the Novacom story arc (30 episodes total) 
 
Vol. 34   In Your Wildest Dreams  CBD Item Code: 98878   
You’ll never believe it—Eugene has invented a robot version of Whit! And if you think that’s strange, wait until you hear 
about all the other odd things going on in Odyssey: Eugene and Connie are getting married? Tom is shutting down the 
Timothy Center so Bart Rathbone can turn it into a space camp? And—most amazing of all—Harlow Doyle actually 
solves a case? What in the world is going on?  
 “Sunset Bowlawater / Long Way Home”  responsibility; appreciating what you have  
 “Changing Rodney”     trying to change people     
 “The Lyin’ Tale / Two Roads”    lying; eternity   
 “No Boundaries”     the importance of rules     
 “The Bad Guy/Bethany’s Flood”   leading others into sin; imagination    

 “Career Moves/The Bad Guy”    listening to the right advice     

 “Potlucks and Poetry”    appreciating your parents    
 “What Do You Think? / Idol Minds”   other people’s opinions; the danger of idols   
 “I Slap Floor”      don’t believe everything you hear   
 “A Matter of Manners / The Seven Deadly Dwarves” speaking the truth in love; the seven deadly sins 
 “Mandy’s Debut”     responsibility      
 “Passages, I”      trusting God      
 “Passages, II”      trusting God      
 
Vol. 33   Virtual Realities  CBD Item Code: 743??  
Oh no! Dr. Regis Blackgaard is back…in the Imagination Station no less! Is anyone in Odyssey safe from his latest 
scheme? Come along on the adventure and experience the best birthday ever…that never ends! Join in the biggest mud 
fight Odyssey has ever seen and hear how the adults are planning a year of NO FUN! This album is your ticket to 14 
different adventures in Odyssey—and in your own imagination!  
 “Another Man’s Shoes”    understanding others     
 “Opening Day”     God’s leading       
 “Blackgaard’s Revenge, I”    recognizing deception     
 “Blackgaard’s Revenge, II”    recognizing deception     
 “The Buck Starts Here”    using our resources wisely     
 “Something Cliqued Between Us”   including others      
 “The Eternal Birthday/Bethany’s Imaginary Friend”  too much of a good thing; healthy imaginations   
 “The Y.A.K. Problem”     don’t worry about the unknown      
 “Blind Girl’s Bluff”     honesty       
 “Where There’s Smoke / The Virtual Kid”  being a positive role model/caution against computer obsession  
 “You Win Some, You Lose Some”   God uses you in ways you don’t expect     
 “The Treasure Room / Chain Reaction”  valuing people in your life; consequences    
 
Vol. 32   Hidden Treasures  CBD Item Code: 97480  
Strange things are going on all over Odyssey, and no one—not even Whit—can explain it all! Who’s the mysterious 
stranger who has come to town, making amazing claims that are so unbelievable? Why are Jared and Dwayne being 
chased by an army of slimy, blue, giggling Gloobers? And wait until you see what’s been buried behind Whit’s End all 
these years! But in the midst of all these strange events, you’ll discover hidden treasures about justice, faith, forgiveness 
and a whole lot more!   
 “Buried Sin”      forgiveness      
 “The Tower”      evilness of mankind    
 “In All Things Give Thanks”    thankfulness in suffering    
 “Gloobers”      video game addiction; using time wisely     
 “The Devil Made Me Do It”    overcoming temptation      
 “Not-So-Trivial Pursuits”    fairness       
 “Telemachus, I”     sacrificing for what’s right      
 “Telemachus, II”     sacrificing for what’s right      
 “Malachi’s Message, I”    discernment; faith     
 “Malachi’s Message, II”    discernment; faith     
 “Malachi’s Message, III”    discernment; faith     
 “BTV: Forgiveness”     forgiveness      
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Vol. 31   Days to Remember  CBD Item Code: 58784   
St. Patrick’s Day, Valentine’s Day, Christmas, Thanksgiving and graduation are all Days To Remember in Adventures in 
Odyssey’s latest audio album! Look back in time--and into the future--to experience holiday havoc and hilarious 
happenings with your favorite characters like Eugene at this engagement party, Connie at her graduation, and George 
Barclay’s life-changing experience.  Each exciting episode underlines timeless truths and instills important values such as 
thankfulness, God’s providence, faith and commitment.  
 “BTV: Thanks”     Thanksgiving     
 “Natural Born Leader”    misjudging others    
 “It’s A Pokenberry Christmas, I”   appreciating life    
 “It’s A Pokenberry Christmas, II”   appreciating life    
 “New Year’s Eve, Live!”    God’s providence     
 “Wrapped Around Your Finger”   commitment      
 “St. Patrick: A Heart Afire, I”    hero of the faith      
 “St. Patrick: A Heart Afire, II”    hero of the faith      
 “Faster Than A Speeding Ticket”   standing up for yourself     
 “A Lesson From Mike”    loving the lonely      
 “Hide and Seek”     God’s search for man     
 “The Graduate”     prayer; belief      
 
Vol. 30   Through Thick and Thin  CBD Item Code: 
5875X   
There’s a lot of learning going on in Odyssey these days--from good sportsmanship on the volleyball team to building trust 
with the Mulligans’ new foster kids. Whether from the Bible or the secret girls’ meeting next door, new discoveries 
continue to be made about faith, forgiveness and compassion. And it’s not easy either--a destructive tornado touches 
down in Odyssey, and the Rathbones are up to their old schemes.  
 “Leap of Faith”     trust       
 “O.T. Action News: Jephthah’s Vow”   the biblical story of Jephthah      
 “No Bones About It”     greed       
 “The Joke’s on You”     encouragement      
 “Poor Loser”      losing gracefully      
 “Tornado!”      generosity      
 “When in Doubt . . . Pray!”    prayer; faith      
 “A Case of Revenge”     revenge   
 “Bernard and Job”     trust in the midst of suffering; the biblical story of Job   
 “The Spy Who Bugged Me”    discernment; jumping to conclusions     
 “More Like Alicia”     satisfaction with who you are; choosing good influences   
 “Arizona Sunrise”     forgiveness; love      
 
Vol. 29   Signed, Sealed and Committed  CBD Item Code: 58742 
They’re starry-eyed.  They’re headed for the altar. Only one thing - who are “they”?  Eugene and Katrina?  Jack and Joanne? 
 Whit and - Whit??!  Join the fun as a handful of local kids threaten to go on a “chore strike”, city slicker Nick takes up 
residence with Odyssey’s newest family - the Mulligans, and a painting with a past teaches a valuable lesson about 
forgiveness.   
 “For Whom The Wedding Bells Toll, I” discovering God’s will about marriage   
 “For Whom The Wedding Bells Toll, II” discovering God’s will about marriage  
 “For Whom The Wedding Bells Toll, III” discovering God’s will about marriage  
 “The Pushover”    relationships; self-esteem  
 “Chores No More”    responsibilities  
 “Just Say Yes”    foster parenting; sibling rivalry  
 “The Painting”    forgiveness; reconciliation  
 “Best Face Forward”   consistency in witness   
 “The One About Trust, I”   trust  
 “The One About Trust, II”   trust  
 “Amazing Grace”    God’s mercy  
 “Viva La Difference” appreciating differences in others      
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Vol. 28   Welcome Home!  CBD Item Code: 9564X   
When John Avery Whittaker returns from a lengthy stay in the Middle East, the entire town of Odyssey turns out for a joyous 
homecoming celebration with fanfare and fireworks.  But for Jack, Whit’s arrival means an uneasy reunion- and a tough 
decision about the future.  Then, the phrase “fools rush in” takes on new significance for Eugene when he neglects to seek 
God’s direction in his relationship with Katrina.  Where will God’s plan lead them next?  
 “The Secret Weapon”   leadership; believing in the right thing   
 “The Merchant of Odyssey”   mercy   
 “The Right Choice, I”   God’s plans for our lives; waiting on the Lord  
 “The Right Choice, II”   God’s plans for our lives; waiting on the Lord  
 “Home Sweet Home”   the joy of reunion; the importance of home  
 “Clara”    forgiveness; friendship   
 “Three Funerals and A Wedding, I”  the biblical story of Ruth; loyalty   
 “Three Funerals and A Wedding, II”  the biblical story of Ruth; loyalty   
 “Solitary Refinement”   the importance of solitude  
 “The Decision”    seeking God’s will for our lives   
 “The Other Woman”   the danger of spreading rumors; dealing with the mentally ill  
 “It’s A Wrap”    God’s role in everyday life  
 
Vol. 27   The Search For Whit   
Just when you think you’ve got things figured out, it seems there’s always another surprise waiting for you!  Future career 
opportunities are front and center for Connie, Jason’s relationship has taken a new turn, and Eugene and Bernard have a 
courtroom experience that shows them the real meaning of justice.   
 “BTV: Compassion” compassion  
 “Letting Go” dealing with loss  
 “With a Little Help From My Friends” peer pressure  
 “Blessings in Disguise” trust; honesty; friendship  
 “The Time of Our Lives” making the most of your time  
 “What Are You Gonna Do With Your Life?”   God’s plan for our lives; career plans  
 “Memories of Jerry” doing what’s right; courage  
 “A Question About Tasha” the importance of Christian marriage  
 “Blind Justice” justice; peer pressure  
 “The Search for Whit, I” knowing what you believe; the joy of reunion  
 “The Search for Whit, II” knowing what you believe; the joy of reunion  
 “The Search for Whit, III” knowing what you believe; the joy of reunion  
 
Vol. 26   Back On the Air   CBD Item Code: 94945 
On the heels of Dr. Blackgaard’s demise, those who participated in the treachery are feeling the sting of consequence.  
Meanwhile, new life in Christ means growth for Zack and his mom, and for Eugene, it also brings about the restoration of a 
special friendship.  And for the Barclays, an intriguing offer finds them seeking God’s will for their future.  Lessons about life, 
love and the importance of following God’s plan are in store for one and all - don’t miss a minute of this exciting series!  
 “Welcome Home, Mr. Blackgaard” forgiveness  
 “Do, for a Change” pride; humility; patience  
 “Love Is in the Air” I  love; romance; God’s will for our lives  
 “Love Is in the Air” II love; romance; God’s will for our lives  
 “The Pretty Good Samaritan” treating others with kindness  
 “W-O-R-R-Y” worry  
 “Hidden in My Heart” memorizing Bible verses  
 “Easy Money” gambling; responsibility  
 “St. Paul: Voyage to Rome” the biblical story of the life and ministry of the apostle Paul  
 “St. Paul: An Appointment w/ Caesar” the biblical story of the life and ministry of the apostle Paul  
 “Pokenberry Falls, RFD” I God’s providence  
 “Pokenberry Falls, RFD” II God’s providence  
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Vol. 25   Darkness Before Dawn  CBD Item Code: 9449X  
An unprecedented wave of criminal activity has broken over the town, and its citizens are stunned.  Thefts, broken windows, 
graffiti...who on earth is behind this outbreak of lawlessness?  It’s up to the crew at Whit’s End to find out.  But as Jack, 
Jason, Eugene and the others set out to uncover the answer, they face a tremendous test of faith, friendship and 
forgiveness.  Will they get through this dark time to see the light of dawn?  
 “A Little Credit, Please” stewardship  
 “Small Fires, Little Pools” spiritual warfare  
 “Angels Unaware” spiritual warfare  
 “Gathering Thunder” spiritual warfare  
 “Moving Targets” spiritual warfare  
 “Hard Losses” spiritual warfare  
 “The Return” spiritual warfare  
 “The Time Has Come” salvation  
 “Checkmate” spiritual warfare  
 “Another Chance” spiritual warfare  
 “The Last Resort” spiritual warfare  
 “The Final Conflict” spiritual warfare  
 
Vol. 24   Risks and Rewards  CBD Item Code: 94554  
“Take a Chance!” “Go for it!” “You never know unless you try!” Bet you’ve heard those expressions before - and how true 
they are! As sure as God has a plan for each of us, it’s tough sometimes to see just how everything will fit together. But when 
we take a step of faith and trust His leading, we may find that what looks risky often yields the greatest rewards. The 
Odyssey gang has had its share of challenges too, and they’ve made some life-changing discoveries. From a desperate 
flight for freedom to respecting authority to accepting God’s will, you won’t want to miss a single story!  
 “Poetry in Slow Motion” asking for help; humility  
 “Subject Yourself” obeying those in authority  
 “Rewards in Full” having pure motives  
 “Top This” unhealthy competition; putting God first  
 “The Underground Railroad” I God in history; the sanctity of life  
 “The Underground Railroad” II God in history; the sanctity of life  
 “The Underground Railroad” III God in history; the sanctity of life  
 “BTV: Envy” the dangers of envy  
 “A Touch of Healing” I accepting things beyond our control  
 “A Touch of Healing” II accepting things beyond our control  
 “Where is Thy Sting?” dealing with the death of a loved one  
 “The Turning Point” God’s plans for individuals  
 
Vol. 23   Twists and Turns  CBD Item Code: 9382X  
Life can be a bit like a roller coaster–you just never know what’s around the next bend!  The folks in Odyssey, young and old 
alike, are learning some very important things lately:  being responsible for yourself, accepting and understanding others, and 
being a friend even when it isn’t easy.  Whether, it’s a peak, a valley or a hairpin curve, you’re guaranteed a fun-filled, action-
packed ride with the gang from Odyssey!  
 “I Want My B-TV!” foundations; cooperation; the importance of watching and listening 

to quality programs   
 “The Truth About Zachary” friendship; encouragement  
 “Preacher’s Kid” being imperfect  
 “The Good, the Bad and Butch” making proper choices; choosing friends wisely  
 “Share and Share Alike” sacrifice  
 “All the Difference in the World” what it means to be a Christian  
 “St. Paul: The Man from Tarsus” the biblical story of the apostle Paul  
 “St. Paul: Set Apart by God” the biblical story of the apostle Paul  
 “A Victim of Circumstance” taking responsibility for your actions  
 “A Perfect Witness, I” God judges people by their hearts, not their physical appearance  
 “A Perfect Witness, II” God judges people by their hearts, not their physical appearance  
 “A Perfect Witness, III” God judges people by their hearts, not their physical appearance  
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Vol. 22   The Changing Times  CBD Item Code: 93809  
Odyssey seems full of change these days as Tom Riley runs for mayor, George Barclay and his family discover the 
difficulties of preparing for the ministry, Jason Whittaker arrives amidst international intrigue and Jack uncovers a strange 
code book in Whit's workshop.  
 “Tom for Mayor, I” God’s guidance in times of trouble   
 "Tom for Mayor, II” God’s guidance in times of trouble    
 "Siege at Jericho" the biblical story of Rahab and Joshua and the walls of Jericho  
 "George Under Pressure" family togetherness; dealing with stress  
 "A Name Not a Number, I” God’s protection   
 "A Name Not a Number, II” God’s protection  
 "A Code of Honor" doing good works  
 "A Call for Reverend Jimmy" God’s calling  
 "Soaplessly Devoted" discernment  
 "Blackbeard’s Treasure" greed  
 "Red Wagons and Pink Flamingos” friendship; forgiveness; resolving conflicts  
 "Unto Us a Child is Born"                 the Christmas story                  
 
Vol. 21   Wish You Were Here!   CBD Item Code: 9317X  
Hit the high road to adventure with the gang from Odyssey!  Eugene and Bernard are unlikely travelmates as they journey 
from Odyssey to California.  Meanwhile, Whit is given an exciting opportunity in the Middle East, Jimmy goes to basketball 
camp and a mysterious talking chicken comes to Kids' Radio.   
 "First-Hand Experience" friendship; doing good things for God’s glory   
 "Second Thoughts" family relationships    
 "Third Degree" friendship; making proper choices  
 "It Happened at Four Corners" greed  
 "The Fifth House on the Left, I” trusting God in all situations; salvation  
 "The Fifth House on the Left, II” trusting God in all situations; salvation  
 "Gone..." dealing with loss   
 "But Not Forgotten" dealing with loss; change  
 "The Fundamentals" the importance of learning and wisdom  
 "The Election Deception" honesty; integrity  
 "A Book By Its Cover" judging others  
 "The Twilife Zone" addiction; self-control 
   
Vol. 20   A Journey of Choices  CBD Item Code: 93124 
Surprises, discoveries and laughs abound as the gang in Odyssey come face-to-face with the consequences of their choices. 
Sam rebels against always being the nice guy, Jimmy realizes that all that "worthless stuff" in school isn't so worthless after 
all, and Eugene's relationship with Katrina takes a new turn when Connie witnesses to her.   
 "When Bad Isn't so Good" goodness is its own reward   
 "Making the Grade" personal discipline; the importance of education    
 "Fences" communication; dealing with disappointment  
 "Afraid, Not!" conquering fear  
 "Pet Peeves" responsibility; dealing with change  
 "War of the Words" swearing; using bad language  
 "The War Hero" heroism   
 "The Secret Keys of Discipline" self-discipline  
 "Two Brothers...and Bernard, I”   the biblical story of Esau and Jacob; brotherly love 
 "Two Brothers...and Bernard, II” the biblical story of Esau and Jacob; brotherly love  
 "It Began With a Rabbit's Foot…" redemption; salvation  
 "It Ended With a Handshake" communication; love  
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Vol. 19   Passport to Adventure  CBD Item Code: 92667 
Here's your ticket to fun and character-building excitement!  Surprises await the Barclays in Hawaii, Lawrence claims that 
Harlow Doyle has been kidnapped, Donna and Jimmy pray for their dad to find a job and much more.  
 "Pilgrim's Progress Revisited, I” the Christian life   
 "Pilgrim's Progress Revisited, II” the Christian life    
 "The Bad Hair Day" false accusations; taking the law into your own hands  
 “A Time for Christmas" the history of the Christmas holiday  
 "Truth, Trivia & 'Trina" competition; pride; relationships  
 "Naturally, I Assumed..." don’t make assumptions  
 "Aloha, Oy! I” family togetherness    
 "Aloha, Oy! II” family togetherness   
 "Aloha, Oy! III” family togetherness  
 "The Potential in Elliott" encouragement   
 "A Prayer for George Barclay" God’s call to ministry; dealing with change  
 "The Boy Who Cried ‘Destructo!’" controlling your imagination  
 
Vol. 18   A Time of Discovery!   CBD Item Code: 92640 
Whit, Lucy, Tom and the rest of the gang will take you on 12 thrilling–and downright unforgettable–journeys.  Meet a 
mysterious stranger, explore an archaeological treasure, experience the Room of Consequences and more.  
 "My Fair Bernard" doing your best; the value of hard work  
 "Hymn Writers" Christian composers; the importance of singing hymns    
 "Greater Love" Jesus’ love for us  
 "The Jesus Cloth" the object of our faith  
 “The Case of the Delinquent Disciples” the importance of Bible study; commitment  
 "The Marriage Feast" the biblical parable of the marriage feast  
 "Family Values" the importance of strong families    
 "Why Don't You Grow Up?" being content; maturity, acting your age  
 "Terror from the Skies!" don’t believe everything you hear   
 "Count It All Joy" joy   
 "The Mysterious Stranger, I” greed  
 "The Mysterious Stranger, II” greed  
 
Vol. 17   On Earth as It Is in Heaven  CBD Item Code: 92624  
In these incredible episodes, Lawrence joins the Bones of Wrath, Nicky becomes a computer hacker and much more!  Along 
the way, Whit, Connie and the gang explore the true meaning of the Lord's Prayer.  
 "Our Father" the importance of fathers  
 "Hallowed Be Thy Name" God’s name; the holiness of God   
 "Thy Kingdom Come" the kingdom of God  
 "Thy Will Be Done" knowing God’s will  
 "Our Daily Bread" seeking God first; trusting in His protection and provision  
 "Forgive Us as We Forgive" forgiveness   
 "Into Temptation" the folly of giving in to temptation   
 "Deliver Us From Evil" God’s protection  
 "For Thine is the Kingdom" God’s lordship in our lives  
 "The Power" the abuse of power  
 "And the Glory" giving glory to God  
 "Forever…Amen" God’s love for us; dealing with loss  
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Vol. 16   Flights of Imagination  CBD Item Code: 9190X  
Experience high-flying excitement when Whit investigates eternity, Lucy visits Bethany and the Odyssey gang reenacts the 
nativity.  There's lots to be learned and even more to be discovered in these action-filled episodes.   
"The Mortal Coil, I” death; heaven  
"The Mortal Coil, II” death; heaven   
"Best Intentions" compassion  
"Columbus: The Grand Voyage” Christopher Columbus; courage  
"The Living Nativity" freedom of religion  
"Like Father, Like Son" judging others  
"It Is Well" trusting God through all life’s circumstances; the power of faith   
"Treasures of the Heart" setting proper priorities  
"This is Chad Pearson?" the folly of hero worship   
"A Game of Compassion" helping others; sacrifice   
"An Adventure in Bethany, I” the biblical story of Lazarus; the power of Jesus  
"An Adventure in Bethany, II” the biblical story of Lazarus; the power of Jesus  
 
Vol. 15   A Place of Wonder     CBD Item Code: 72918 
Let these Odyssey adventures take your youngster's imaginations to places of wonder.  Whether it's underground with 
Charles' assignment to the local division of fluid management, inside a stalled elevator with a ticking time bomb, or door-to-
door with Isaac selling fans, each episode is packed with timeless values and fun. 
 "Double Trouble" judging a book by its cover   
 "Fair-Weather Fans" friendship; discernment   
 "Wonderworld" the proper use of imagination; creativity  
 "The ‘No’ Factor" being wise with your time; the danger of overcommitment  
 "Pen Pal" friendship; compassion for the handicapped  
 "The Case of the Candid Camera” honesty; the consequences of sin  
 "Flash Flood" friendship  
 "Pipe Dreams" making the most of a bad situation   
 "On Solid Ground" the biblical story of Abraham and Lot   
 "Rights, Wrongs and Reasons" doing the right thing for the right reason   
 "A Class Act" honesty; relying on God; favoritism  
 "Real Time" God’s protection; making the most of each moment  
(CD-ROM) "Caroling, Caroling" celebrating Christmas; the birth of Jesus   
 
Vol. 14   Meanwhile, In Another Part of Town    CBD Item Code: 972902  
There's always something going on in another part of town when the town is Odyssey!  Whether it's Eugene learning how to 
drive, Bart promoting a "return to the 1960s" movement or Harlow Doyle investigating a crime, there's action, adventure and 
a valuable lesson in every episode. 
 "Moses: The Passover, I” the biblical story of Moses and the exodus  
 "Moses: The Passover, II” the biblical story of Moses and the exodus  
 "Peacemaker" being a peacemaker  
 "Sixties-Something" God’s unchanging nature; the consequences of drug use; the true  
 source of peace  
 "A Tongue of Fire" watching your words  
 "A License to Drive" diligence  
 "Father's Day" dealing with parents’ divorce   
 "Harlow Doyle, Private Eye" faith  
 "The Midnight Ride" the American Revolution; Paul Revere; duty; patriotism   
 "Treasure Hunt" God’s protection   
 "Feud for Thought" forgiveness  
 "Timmy's Cabin" the importance of family memories; God’s protection  
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Vol. 13   It All Started When…     CBD Item Code: 972880  
Find out just how far Curt will go to win the student council election, what happens when Donna wears a daring outfit against 
her father's wishes, how important joining the cheerleading squad really is for Robyn and much more!  Special lessons on 
specific virtues like honesty, purity, loyalty and wisdom. 
 "You Gotta Be Wise" wisdom; discernment   
 "Isaac the Pure" purity  
 "It Takes Integrity" integrity  
 "The Scales of Justice" justice  
 "Tales of Moderation" moderation  
 "Isaac the Chivalrous" chivalry  
 "A Question of Loyalty" loyalty  
 "The Conscientious Cross-Guard" conscientiousness; perseverance  
 "An Act of Nobility" nobility   
 "The Courage to Stand"  courage  
 "No, Honestly!" honesty  
 "Modesty Is the Best Policy" modesty  
(CD-ROM) "Dobson Comes to Town" video/daily Odyssey promotion  
 
Vol. 12   At Home and Abroad     CBD Item Code: 972899  
The Odyssey gang is ready to take you to new and fascinating places, including a mysterious trip south of the border and the 
site of a dramatic attempt to foil a robbery at Whit's End.  Each episode is full of exciting action and valuable lessons that are 
perfect springboards for discussing important issues with your kids. 
 "The Cross of Cortes, I” greed; God’s sovereignty; the object of our faith    
 "The Cross of Cortes, II” greed; God’s sovereignty; the object of our faith    
 "A Model Child" vanity; the source of real beauty  
 "The Curse" the folly of believing in curses  
 "A Test for Robyn" procrastination; cheating  
 "Room Mates" family relationships; getting along with others  
 "A Thanksgiving Carol" Thanksgiving; being thankful  
 "Hold-Up!" mankind’s basic nature; God’s protection  
 "East Winds, Raining" don’t judge others; trust in God   
 "Where's Your Daddy?" having a parent in prison  
 "The Star, I” the Christmas story about the visit from the Magi  
 "The Star, II” the Christmas story about the visit from the Magi  
 
Vol. 11   It's Another Fine Day…     CBD Item Code: 972872  
In Odyssey every day is sure to be an adventure!  The Barclays pull the plug on something very near and dear to them...TV.  
Rodney Rathbone and his father take some shocking shortcuts to open the Electric Palace and Lucy pursues the mystery of 
Green Dye No. 94.  Youngsters will learn the importance of civic responsibility, understanding God's will, the true meaning of 
sacrifice and more! 
 "By Dawn's Early Light" American War of 1812; respect for the flag    
 "Mayor for a Day" responsibility; leadership  
 "A Day in the Life" distinguishing truth from falsehood  
 "Where There's a Will..." knowing God’s will  
 "…The Last Shall be First" the biblical parable of the workers; salvation  
 "The Meaning of Sacrifice" sacrifice  
 "A Rathbone of Contention" the folly of taking short cuts  
 "Muckraker" handling the power of media responsibly  
 "Bernard & Esther, I” the biblical story of Esther; courage; God’s protection & 
providence   
 "Bernard & Esther, II” the biblical story of Esther; courage; God’s protection & 
providence   
 "Coming of Age" adolescence; growing up  
 "Home is Where the Hurt Is" dealing with an alcoholic parent  
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Vol. 10   Other Times… Other Places     CBD Item Code: 72868  
The kids from Odyssey are at it again!  Their latest exploits lead them on an incredible adventure with a most unusual host, a 
trip in the Imagination Station to witness the miracle of Jesus' birth and onto the track of a surprisingly off-beat mystery.  With 
the help of Whit, they discover some important lessons along the way. 
 "Back to Bethlehem, I” the birth of Jesus Christ  
 "Back to Bethlehem, II” the birth of Jesus Christ  
 "Back to Bethlehem, III” the birth of Jesus Christ  
 "Someone to Watch Over Me" God’s protection; guardian angels  
 "Melanie's Diary" empathy; the folly of revenge  
 "Isaac the Procrastinator" procrastination; laziness  
 "The Second Coming" the return of Jesus   
 "Emotional Baggage" holding grudges  
 "Waylaid in the Windy City" I God is in control; the folly of revenge  
 "Waylaid in the Windy City" II God is in control; the folly of revenge  
 "The Homecoming" forgiveness  
 "Last in a Long Line" the importance of family heritage  
 
Vol. 9   Just in Time     CBD Item Code: 70763  
Life in Odyssey is never boring!  The wacky adventures of the Odyssey gang lead them to learn new lessons in honesty, 
brotherly love, and helping one another–with the help of John Avery Whittaker, of course! Includes the early Focus on the 
Family drama “Gone Fishing”! Previously released as Amazing Antics, Dynamic Discoveries.  
 "The Big Broadcast"  the biblical parable of the Good Samaritan; creativity  
 "Two Sides to Every Story" considering another person’s point of view  
 "Whatever Happened to the Silver Streak?” forgiveness, unconditional love  
 "Better Late Than Never" lateness  
 "Wishful Thinking" dealing with a pesky sibling  
 "Have You no Selpurks?" scruples  
 "Bernard & Joseph, I” the biblical story of Joseph; God’s sovereignty  
 "Bernard & Joseph, II” the biblical story of Joseph; God’s sovereignty  
 "Cousin Albert" illiteracy  
 "Not One of Us" bigotry  
 "The Vow" the sanctity of marriage  
 "Over the Airwaves" biblical parables about the kingdom of heaven   
(CD-ROM) "Live at the 25!" celebration 
 
Vol. 8   Beyond Expectations     CBD Item Code: 70758  
The town of Odyssey is abuzz.  Is Curt really giving everyone free ice cream?  Who stole $100 from the Whit’s End cash 
register?  And forget all that...is Mr. Whittaker really getting married?!?  The kids in Odyssey find the answers in this exciting 
collection. Contains 13 episodes, plus 1 episode on MP3.  Previously released as Cunning Capers, Exciting Escapades. 
 "By Any Other Name”  calling things what they are  
 "Bad Luck” superstitions  
 “First Love” being unequally yoked  
 "Curious, Isn’t It?" minding our own business  
 "Suspicious Minds” trusting each other; not jumping to conclusions  
 “Pranks for the Memories” pranks  
 "Missing Person" you can’t run away from your problems  
 "The Winning Edge" competitiveness  
 “All’s Well with Boswell” responsibility  
 (MP3) “The Adventure of the Adventure” the story of Adventures in Odyssey  
 "A is for Attitude” positive thinking; trusting God  
 "Castles and Cauldrons" I the danger of fantasy role-playing games;Satan worship;the occult  
 "Castles and Cauldrons" II the danger of fantasy role-playing games;Satan worship;the occult  
 "An Act of Mercy" the biblical parable of the unmerciful servant  
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Vol. 7   On Thin Ice     CBD Item Code: 72349  
As the snow is falls in Odyssey, it’s the season for some unpredictable visits.  The Barclays are visited by some unforgettable 
Christmas guests and everyone in Odyssey learns some tough lessons about friends, bravery, and a whole lot more. 
Contains 14 episodes, plus bonus features.  Previously released as Courageous Characters, Fabulous Friends. 
 "Thanksgiving at Home”  Thanksgiving holiday; being thankful  
 "One Bad Apple” taking care of the environment  
 “The Very Best of Friends” anger; dealing with death  
 "The Reluctant Rival" treating others better than yourself  
 "Monty’s Christmas” the effect of divorce on kids; the importance of strong families  
 “The Visitors” charity; sacrifice  
 “The Barclay Ski Vacation” family relations and togetherness  
 "Ice Fishing" self-esteem; you are unique  
 "Scattered Seeds" the biblical parable of the sower  
 “Lincoln, I” Civil War history; Abraham Lincoln  
 "Lincoln, II” Civil War history; Abraham Lincoln  
 "Isaac the Insecure" overcoming insecurity  
 "Front Page News" escaping responsibility  
 "Isaac the Courageous" courage  
 
Vol. 6   Mission: Accomplished     CBD Item Code: 7232X  
Everybody in Odyssey is on some kind of mission.  Jimmy signs up to help missionaries and ends up in the jungles of Central 
America!  Robyn has to find the Treasure of LeMonde… before it’s too late.  And Whit, Connie, and the whole gang learn that 
forgiveness and faith go a long way! Contains 13 episodes, plus early Focus on the Family dramas “Spare Tire” and “House 
Guest on MP3, plus behind-the-scenes bonus features.  Previously released as Terrific Tales, Mysterious Missions. 
 "The Price of Freedom”  God’s control; patriotism; the price of freedom  
 "Good Business” honesty; a worker is worthy of his or her wages  
 “Heatwave” using your imagination properly  
 “But, You Promised” the consequences of lying  
 "A Prisoner for Christ" the biblical story of Onesimus; forgiveness     
 "Elijah, I” God’s sovereignty; the biblical story of Elijah, Jezebel and Ahab  
 “Elijah, II” God’s sovereignty; the biblical story of Elijah, Jezebel and Ahab  
 "That’s Not Fair" fairness; God’s grace  
 "A Mission for Jimmy" supporting missionaries  
 “The Ill-Gotten Deed” the folly of revenge; Odyssey’s history  
 "Rescue from Manatugo Point" God holds the future  
 "Operation: Digout" spreading the Gospel; doing good  
 "The Treasure of LeMonde" greed  
 
Vol. 5   Daring Deeds, Sinister Schemes  CBD Item Code: 970748 
Evil has a name. And it goes by Dr. Regis Blackgaard. He and Philip Glossman have big plans that could put Whit’s End out 
of business. And it looks like the bad guys are winning! Eventually, right overcomes might while kids ages 8 and up learn 
about making smart choices and having integrity.   
 "The Imagination Station, I”  the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ  
 "The Imagination Station, II” the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ  
 "An Encounter with Mrs. Hooper" compassion for the elderly  
 "A Bite of Applesauce" disobedience  
 "Connie Goes to Camp, I” disobedience; setting our minds on Jesus  
 "Connie Goes to Camp, II” good sportsmanship  
 "Eugene's Dilemma" doing what’s right; responsibility; standing up for your friends  
 "The Nemesis, I” trusting God in times of trouble  
 "The Nemesis, II” trusting God in times of trouble  
 "Our Best Vacation Ever" family togetherness  
 "The Battle, I” God’s protection in times of trouble  
 "The Battle, II” God’s protection in times of trouble  
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Series Vol. 4   FUN-damentals  CBD Item Code: 70737 
At Whit’s End, life often imitates, well, life. Maybe that’s why so many kids sort out their questions about faith there. Prayer, 
being Christlike and evangelism are recurring themes that make for one unexpected adventure after another. In Odyssey, the 
kids don’t just learn lessons. They live them!  Previously released as Puns, Parables and Perilous Predicaments. 
 "By Faith, Noah" the biblical story of Noah  
 "The Prodigal Jimmy" repentance; forgiveness; the biblical parable of the prodigal son  
 "A Matter of Obedience" obedience  
 "A Worker Approved" the importance of Bible study  
 "And When You Pray..." prayer  
 "The Boy Who Didn't Go to Church” the importance of regular church attendance  
 "Let This Mind Be in You" being Christ like  
 "A Good and Faithful Servant" stewardship  
 “The Greatest of These..." unconditional love  
 "Bad Company" choosing friends wisely  
 "Choices..." dealing with authority; standing up for your faith  
 "Go Ye Therefore..." witnessing; evangelism  
 
Vol. 3   Heroes  CBD Item Code: 970721  
The kids from Odyssey manage to get themselves into – and out of – all kinds of interesting predicaments in these audio 
adventures.  Rumor has it that the new family in town is connected to the Mafia, Odyssey Elementary School is troubled with 
bullies and Lucy struggles with telling a secret who vowed to keep.  With a little prodding from Mr. Whitaker, they learn how 
God can help them deal with anything.  Previously released as Secrets, Surprises and Sensational Secrets. 
 "Back to School" making new friends  
 "The Shepherd and the Giant" the biblical story of David & Goliath  
 "Mike Makes Right" pride; handling power; dealing with bullies  
 "Rumor Has It" the dangers of gossip  
 "Heroes" hero worship  
 "Thank You, God" Thanksgiving; salvation; making the best of a bad situation  
 "Karen" dealing with death  
 "Connie, Part I” salvation  
 "Connie, Part II” salvation  
 "A Single Vote" voting; civic duty; participating in democracy  
 “A Sacred Trust" the folly of making promises you can’t keep  
 "Peace on Earth" the peace of God; the reason for the season  
 
Vol. 2   Stormy Weather  CBD Item Code: 970713  
Sunny and mild little Odyssey is about to get hit by a downpour of disasters.  From a violent tornado to a blowout visit with 
Jonah, the climate is always right for learning lessons through the trials.  Previously Grins, Grabbers, Great Getaways. 
 "Family Vacation, I"  family togetherness  
 "Family Vacation, II" family togetherness  
 "The Day Independence Came" American history; freedom; our Christian heritage  
 "Stormy Weather" courage, faith; friendship  
 "Kids' Radio" perseverance; commitment     
 "V.B.S. Blues" sharing your faith; God’s provision in tough situations  
 "Camp What-A-Nut, Part I" building character  
 "Camp What-A-Nut, Part II"  building character  
 "The Last Great Adventure of the Summer” God’s protection; Dad as a hero  
 "The Case of the Secret Room, I” greed; justice  
 "The Case of the Secret Room, II” greed; justice  
 "Return to the Bible Room" obedience; the biblical story of Jonah  
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Vol. 1   The Adventure Begins  CBD Item Code: 970705  
These twelve shows laid the groundwork for the imaginative writing, lively characters, and heartwarming stories that are the 
hallmark of “Odyssey.”  If you are an “Odyssey” veteran, then sit back and relive a bit of history.  If you’ve only recently 
started listening to the series, these early shows will be a real treat.  Previously released as The Early Classics. 
 "Whit's Flop" the importance of failure  
 “A Member of the Family, I” discipline; family conflict  
 * “A Member of the Family, II” discipline; family conflict  
 “The Life of the Party" friendship  
 "Connie Comes to Town" being content  
 "Recollections" fighting for your convictions; making good out of bad 

circumstances  
 "Gifts for Madge and Guy" giving  
 "The Day After Christmas" caring for the poor  
 "Promises, Promises" the folly of making promises you can’t keep  
 "Nothing to Fear" dealing with fear  
 "The Tangled Web" lying  
 “A Change of Hart” salvation; living a changed life  
 
The Lost Episodes     CBD Item Code: 973631  
Complete your collection with these classic episodes, most of them never released in a package! Includes bonus booklet and 
audio features explaining the themes and why certain shows (such as “Pamela has a Problem”) are no longer broadcast. 
Also included on CD-ROM: an Actor Photo Gallery with pictures of the cast and producers. 17 episodes total!  
 “Dental Dilemma” sibling relationships  
 “My Brother’s Keeper” family responsibility/love  
 “No Stupid Questions” communication  
 “A Simple Addition” sibling relationships  
 “Honor Thy Parents” respecting parents  
 “It Sure Seems Like it to Me” exaggerating  
 “What Are We Gonna Do About Halloween?”  bringing light to darkness  
 “Isaac the Benevolent” the golden rule  
 “The Trouble with Girls” honesty/relationships  
 “Pamela Has a Problem” abortion / the sanctity of life  
 “Train Ride” pranks  
 “Isaac the True Friend” Biblical history: David and Jonathan  
 (CD-ROM) “Auld Lang Syne” celebrating Adventures in Odyssey’s 1st year  
 (CD-ROM) “Inside the Studio” behind-the-scenes of AIO  
 (CD-ROM) “A Look Back, I & II” celebrating 13 years of Adventures in Odyssey / salvation  
 (CD-ROM) “500” behind-the-scenes of Adventures in Odyssey  
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ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – LIFE LESSONS™ AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
 

Adventures in Odyssey Life Lessons uses fun stories to teach valuable virtues – and new listeners can get familiar with the 
characters of Odyssey! All Life Lessons releases and special collections include previously-released episodes.  

 

 
Life Lessons Vol. 1: Courage     CBD Item Code:7180X  
 “Someone to Watch Over Me” trusting God  
 “Real Time” courage  
 “Hidden in My Heart” truth  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 2: Humility     CBD Item Code: 972880  
 “Heatwave” imagination  
 “Over the Airwaves” humility  
 “Family Values” family   
 
Life Lessons Vol. 3: Compassion        CBD Item Code: 71823  
 “BTV: Compassion” compassion  
 “Broken Window” justice  
 “Called on in Class” fear  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 4: Diligence     CBD Item Code: 971817  
 “Two Sides to Every Story” perception  
 “A License to Drive” diligence  
 “It Happened at Four Corners” greed  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 5: Peer Pressure     CBD Item Code: 972228  
 “With a Little Help from My Friends” peer pressure  
 “Blind Justice” justice  
 “The Last Great Adventure of the Summer” God’s protection  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 6: Perseverance     CBD Item Code: 72232  
 “Do or Diet” perseverance  
 “Snow Day” determination  
 “By Dawn’s Early Light” American history  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 7: Honesty     CBD Item Code: 72246  
 “The Tangled Web” lying  
 “By Any Other Name” honesty       
 “Sounds Like a Mystery” trust  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 8: Friendship     CBD Item Code: 72256  
 “Room Mates” getting along  
 “The Good, the Bad and Butch” friendship  
 “It is Well” trusting God  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 9: Citizenship        CBD Item Code: 973739  
 “The Day Independence Came” American history  
 “A Good and Faithful Servant” stewardship  
 “Mayor for A Day” leadership  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 10: Excellence        CBD Item Code: 973747  
 “A Test for Robyn” procrastination  
 “My Fair Bernard” hard work  
 “The Potential in Elliot” encouragement  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 11: Respect     CBD Item Code: 973755  
 “Relatively Annoying” getting along with people  
 “Subject Yourself” obedience  
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 “Potlucks and Poetry” appreciating your parents  
 
Life Lessons Vol. 12: Responsibility        CBD Item Code: 73764  
 “Front Page News” the value of work  
 “All’s Well with Boswell” responsibility  
 “A Victim of Circumstance” consequences  
 
(Special AIO) Bible Eyewitness Collector’s Set        CBD Item Code: 97400X  
Ever wish you could go back in time to witness the visit of the wise men, Joshua leading Israel into battle or the raising of 
Lazarus from the dead? Well, now you can with the help of Adventures in Odyssey and Whit’s “Imagination Station.” In 14 
hours of Bible adventures (36 episodes), your family will experience the thrill of these Bible events and more firsthand! 
 "BTV: Envy" Cain and Abel—Genesis 4  
 "The Tower" The Tower of Babel—Genesis 11  
 "On Solid Ground" Abraham and Lot—Genesis 13-19  
 "Two Brothers... and Bernard, Parts 1 and 2” Jacob and Esau—Genesis 25-33  
 "Bernard and Joseph, Parts 1 and 2" Joseph and His Brothers—Genesis 37-46  
 "Moses: The Passover, Parts 1 and 2" The Exodus of Israel—Exodus 1-14  
 "Siege at Jericho” Joshua and the Battle of Jericho—Joshua 1-6  
 "The Power of One" Samson and Delilah—Judges 13-16  
 "OT Action News: Jephthah’s Vow" Jephthah and His Daughter—Judges 10-12  
 "Three Funerals and a Wedding, Parts 1 and 2" Ruth’s Love Story—Ruth 1-4   
  "Bernard and Saul" The Rise and Fall of Saul—1 Samuel 9-24  
  “The Shepherd and the Giant” David and Goliath—1 Samuel 16-17  
  “Elijah, Parts 1 and 2”  Elijah Challenges Baal—1 Kings 17-19  
  “Bernard and Esther, Parts 1 and 2”  Queen Esther Saves Israel—Esther 1-10  
  “Bernard and Job” Job Is Tested—Job 1-42  
  “Deliver Us from Evil” The Fiery Furnace—Daniel 3  
  “Back to Bethlehem, Parts 1, 2 and 3” The Birth of Jesus—Matthew 1  
  “The Star, Parts 1 and 2” Three Wise Men Visit Jesus—Matthew 2  
  “The Big Deal, Parts 1 and 2” John the Baptist—Matthew 11  
  “Over the Airwaves” A Parable of Two Sons—Matthew 21  
  “The Marriage Feast” A Parable on Salvation—Luke 14  
  “An Adventure in Bethany, Parts 1 and 2” The Raising of Lazarus—John 11-12  
  “The Imagination Station, Parts 1 and 2” Jesus’ Death and Resurrection—Mark 13-16  
  “A Prisoner for Christ” Philemon and Onesimus—Philemon 1  
 
(Special AIO) Bible Eyewitness: The Hall of Faith       CBD Item Code: 974890  
In this special Adventures in Odyssey set, Bible heroes come alive with drama, humor and lifelong values in every story! 
Become a Bible Eyewitness when you join the kids in small-town Odyssey for these 12 adventures. 
  “By Faith, Noah” Noah—Genesis 6-9  
  “Hallowed Be Thy Name” Abraham—Genesis 15  
  “O. T. Action News: Battle at the Kishon” Deborah—Judges 4-5  
  “Isaac, the True Friend” David and Jonathan—I Samuel 20  
  “BTV: Temptation” King Solomon—I Kings 3  
  “BTV: Obedience” Elisha—II Kings 5  
  “Return to the Bible Room” Jonah—Book of Jonah  
  “Bernard & Jeremiah” Jeremiah—Book of Jeremiah  
  “The Man from Tarsus / Set Apart by God” Paul—Book of Acts  
  “Voyage to Rome / An Appointment with Caesar” Paul—Book of Acts  
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(Special AIO) Christmas Classics        CBD Item Code: 73518  
In this remastered collection of all-time favorite Christmas episodes, the gang in Odyssey makes another round of exciting 
discoveries just in time for the holidays. Our stroll through the audio show’s archives also includes the only episode ever 
translated into Spanish, “Los Visitantes” (“The Visitors”).   
 "Gifts for Madge and Guy" giving   
 "Peace on Earth" the true reason for Christmas  
 "The Visitors" charity  
 "Where’s Your Daddy?" compassion  
 "The Living Nativity" Christmas traditions  
 "Caroling, Caroling" the joys of Christmas   
 "A Time for Christmas” the history of Christmas  
 "It’s A Pokenberry Christmas, Parts I and II" feeling discouraged  
 "BTV: Redeeming the Season" the history of Christmas traditions   
 "The Popsicle Kid" uniqueness  
 "A Lamb’s Tale" sacrifice  
 
(Special AIO) A Christmas Odyssey        CBD Item Code: 74726  
Forget those serene manger images you see on Christmas cards. A Christmas Odyssey revisits the Christmas story as 
Connie and Eugene “crash” Bethlehem for Jesus’ birth. “Silent Night?” Hardly! Then zoom back to the present for a Kids’ 
Radio re-enactment that’s too close for comfort: “Mary” goes into premature labor! There’s enough drama to go around for 
several Christmases. Or multiple re-plays. Whichever comes first.  
“Snow Day” perseverance  
"The Reluctant Rival" putting others first  
"Monty’s Christmas” the importance of family  
“Back to Bethlehem, Parts 1, 2 and 3” The Birth of Jesus  
“The Star, Parts 1 and 2” Three Wise Men Visit Jesus  
"Unto Us a Child is Born"                 the Christmas story                  
“A Christmas Conundrum” the reason for giving  
“Silent Night” selflessness  
"The Day After Christmas" caring for the poor  
 
(Special AIO) Discovering Odyssey     CBD Item Code: 974708  
Discovering Odyssey serves as a perfect first time visitors’ tour to small-town Odyssey… and its larger-than-life personalities! 
You get 9 episodes featuring the first appearances of favorite characters like Connie, Wooton and the Washingtons. On top 
of all the comedy, suspense and middle-school antics in the stories, don’t miss the exclusive collector’s booklet. 
“Connie Comes to Town” contentment  
“Recollections”  fighting for your convictions  
“Thank You, God”  giving thanks  
“Connie, Parts I-II”  grace  
“Our Best Vacation Ever” family togetherness  
“The Ill-Gotten Deed”   the folly of revenge  
“Welcoming Wooton”  giftedness  
“The Toy Man”    sacrifice  
 
(Special AIO) For God and Country        CBD Item Code: 7474X  
American history is one thrilling encounter after another when you experience these 12 timeless Adventures in Odyssey 
episodes! You‘ll join Paul Revere on his famous midnight ride... escape with runaway slaves on the secret Underground 
Railroad... and witness how “The Star-Spangled Banner” was composed on a battlefield by dawn’s early light. 4 CD set. 
“Columbus, The Grand Voyage”  courage  
“The Day Independence Came”  freedom  
"The Midnight Ride”  duty  
“The American Revelation, Parts 1 and 2”   heritage  
“By Dawn's Early Light”  respect for the flag  
“The Underground Railroad, Parts 1, 2 and 3”  the sanctity of human life  
“Lincoln, Parts 1 and 2”  leadership  
“East Winds, Raining”  judging others  
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(Special AIO) A Maze of Mysteries        CBD Item Code: 974258  
A hundred dollars has disappeared from the cash register at Whit’s End! Who took it? Was it Connie? Or Eugene? Even 
worse, someone in Odyssey has lost her faith! Can Harlow Doyle, the new private investigator in town, help her find it? And 
what’s the secret behind the skeleton found in a locked room? Find out whodunit in this special collection of Adventures in 
Odyssey’s most mysterious mysteries, now available in a special travel pack that fits on your family car’s visor! 
"The Case of the Secret Room, Parts 1 and 2” greed  
“Heatwave” using your imagination properly  
"The Treasure of LeMonde" greed  
“Train Ride” pranks  
"Suspicious Minds" trust   
"Waylaid in the Windy City, Parts 1 and 2” good vs. evil  
"The Case of the Candid Camera” consequences of deception  
"The Mysterious Stranger, Parts 1 and 2” greed  
"Harlow Doyle, Private Eye" faith  
“A Perfect Witness, Parts 1, 2 and 3” perception  
"It Happened at Four Corners" greed  
“The Painting” forgiveness  
“Buried Sin” forgiveness  
“Mystery at Tin Flat” fitting in  
“No Way Out” (Part I)  love casts out fear  
“No Way In” (Part II)  love casts out fear  
“Sounds Like A Mystery” dishonesty  
“The Pact, Parts 1 and 2” living with an eternal perspective     
 
(Special AIO) The Truth Chronicles          CBD Item Code: 975392  
Are there really right answers to big questions about God, faith and truth? The kids of Odyssey are about to find out! Can 
the science club discover the reality of intelligent design? Will Captain Absolutely triumph over the evil schemes of Dr. 
Relative? And what happens when kids are in charge of their own city—with no adults? There’s absolute adventure 
ahead with these life-changing stories on seeing the world from a Christian perspective—and that’s no lie. 
 

Includes 16-page discussion guide for the whole family. Dramas inspired by Focus on the Family’s The Truth Project. 
 
 “Here Am I” Christian worldview  
 “The Truth Be Told” absolute truth  
 “The Science Club” intelligent design  
 “Three in One” the Trinity and natural order  
 “In My Image” false gods  
 “Kidsboro, Parts 1, 2 and 3” responsible self-government  
 “Stepping Stones, Parts 1 and 2” the founding of America  
 “The Final Call”  compassion for others  
 
(Special AIO) Passages: Darien’s Rise          CBD Item Code: 975903 
Enter a world where ancient history comes to life . . . and faith in God becomes the adventure of a lifetime! 
Introducing Passages™, the legendary audio series from the creators of Adventures in Odyssey®. 
One minute, Anna and Kyle are exploring a creepy old house outside Odyssey. The next, they’re transported to the 
mysterious land of Marus—and caught in the middle of a dangerous conflict between a brave army general and a 
powerful king.Will their newfound powers be strong enough to save the rightful heir to the throne . . . and return them 
safely home? 
 “Passages: Darien’s Rise, Parts 1 - 9” Faith  
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(Special AIO) Novacom Saga        CBD Item Code: 975415 
When Novacom Broadcasting moves in to the town of Odyssey, the media company gives every impression of being family-
friendly—until unexplained events begin to happen. Whit finds hidden cameras in his office… Eugene disappears… and 
blueprints for the Imagination Station are stolen. Could Whit’s invention be used for evil instead of good? With lessons on 
truth, trusting God, and spiritual warfare, the thrill-a-minute Novacom Saga presents this complete epic miniseries (plus new 
bonus features!) in one action-packed set. 28 episodes on 9 CDs, plus bonus CD. 
“Opportunity Knocks” relying on God’s provision/faith and action  
“Red Herring” curiosity  
“Nova Rising” don’t compromise your standards  
“The W.E.” discernment  
"Green Eyes and Yellow Tulips" judging others  
"Chains, Parts 1 and 2” earning trust  
"Breaking Point” choosing the best over the good  
"Strange Boy in a Strange Land” loneliness  

“Grand Opening, Parts 1 and 2” trust  
“Secrets” being who you are  
“Plan B: Missing in Action” God’s control  
“Plan B: Collision Course” God’s control  
“Plan B: Crossfire” taking action against wrong  
“Plan B: Resistance” showing love to friends  
“Under the Influence, Part I” salvation  
“Under the Influence, Part II” salvation  
“The Black Veil, Part I” spiritual warfare  

“The Black Veil, Part II” spiritual warfare  

“Twisting Pathway” choosing the right path  
“Sheep’s Clothing” recognizing deception  
“Box of Miracles” putting our faith in God, not science  
“The Unraveling” fighting for what’s right  
“Exceptional Circumstances” exposing the truth  
“Expect the Worst” prayer in times of trouble  
“Exactly as Planned” hope in troubled times  
“Exit” the ultimate victory of Truth  
 
(Special AIO) Adventures in Odyssey LIVE!           CBD Item Code: 975767 
Join Whit, Connie, Eugene, Wooton and more for an exclusive, first-ever LIVE episode of B-TV—recorded in front of a 
record-breaking crowd of fans at Adventures in Odyssey’s 20th Birthday Bash in Colorado Springs. 
In this never-before-released album, you’ll hear Katie Leigh (Totally Spies), Jess Harnell (Transformers), Will Ryan 
(Looney Tunes: Back in Action) and more. 
Includes a bonus DVD with hilarious bloopers, crowd reactions and over 300 photos from the event. 
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(Special AIO) Platinum Collection        CBD Item Code: 73836  
Adventures in Odyssey is celebrating! This showcase set includes 36 audio stories from everyone’s favorite small town—the 
producers’ picks from our first 20 years. Comedies, musicals, heartwarming moments and even thrilling cliffhangers are all part 
of this introduction to Odyssey’s colorful characters. Your family will learn timeless values together… plus enjoy all-new photos 
and insights on how the show is created. Join the party! 
"The Meaning of Sacrifice" sacrifice  
"Treasures of the Heart" priorities  
“Sunday Morning Scramble” worship  
"Someone to Watch Over Me" God’s protection  
"Isaac the Chivalrous" chivalry  
"Our Father" fatherhood   
"Greater Love" love  
“Clara” reconciliation  
“A Lesson From Mike” loving the lonely  
"The Tangled Web" lying  
"The Boy Who Didn't Go to Church” importance of church attendance  
“Called On in Class” fear  
"Over the Airwaves" parable: Kingdom of Heaven   
"On Solid Ground" correct foundations   
“BTV: Compassion” compassion  
“Train Ride” pranks  
"Real Time" the fallacy of atheism  
"It Happened at Four Corners" greed  
"The Shepherd and the Giant" David & Goliath  
"The Mortal Coil, Parts 1 and 2” life after death  
"Best Intentions" helping others  
"Family Values" family values    
“Welcoming Wooton” giftedness  
"Elijah, Parts I & II” God’s sovereignty, Biblical history: Elijah  
“Hidden in My Heart” importance of scripture memory  
“The Ill-Gotten Deed” the folly of revenge  
"By Dawn's Early Light" Star-spangled banner    
"It Is Well" peace   
"The Great Wishy Woz, Parts 1 and 2" God’s protection in life’s storms   
“Odyssey Sings” affirmation  
“The Time Has Come” salvation  
"Connie, Parts 1 and 2” salvation  
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(Special AIO) Encore Collection        CBD Item Code: 5011447  
Adventures in Odyssey is celebrating! This showcase set includes 36 audio stories from everyone’s favorite small town—the 
producers’ picks from our first 20 years. Comedies, musicals, heartwarming moments and even thrilling cliffhangers are all part 
of this introduction to Odyssey’s colorful characters. Your family will learn timeless values together… plus enjoy all-new photos 
and insights on how the show is created. Join the party! 
"The Meaning of Sacrifice" sacrifice  
"Treasures of the Heart" priorities  
“Sunday Morning Scramble” worship  
"Someone to Watch Over Me" God’s protection  
"Isaac the Chivalrous" chivalry  
"Our Father" fatherhood   
"Greater Love" love  
“Clara” reconciliation  
“A Lesson From Mike” loving the lonely  
"The Tangled Web" lying  
"The Boy Who Didn't Go to Church” importance of church attendance  
“Called On in Class” fear  
"Over the Airwaves" parable: Kingdom of Heaven   
"On Solid Ground" correct foundations   
“BTV: Compassion” compassion  
“Train Ride” pranks  
"Real Time" the fallacy of atheism  
"It Happened at Four Corners" greed  
"The Shepherd and the Giant" David & Goliath  
"The Mortal Coil, Parts 1 and 2” life after death  
"Best Intentions" helping others  
"Family Values" family values    
“Welcoming Wooton” giftedness  
"Elijah, Parts I & II” God’s sovereignty, Biblical history: Elijah  
“Hidden in My Heart” importance of scripture memory  
“The Ill-Gotten Deed” the folly of revenge  
"By Dawn's Early Light" Star-spangled banner    
"It Is Well" peace   
"The Great Wishy Woz, Parts 1 and 2" God’s protection in life’s storms   
“Odyssey Sings” affirmation  
“The Time Has Come” salvation  
"Connie, Parts 1 and 2” salvation  

 
ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – GAMES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

Enjoy hours of time together in award-winning, family-friendly games that teach virtues with fun! 
 

Adventures in Odyssey and The Sword of the Spirit    CBD Item Code: 000013 
The secret location of the Sword of the Spirit remained an unsolved mystery… until now. Join Whit, Connie, and 
Eugene in a chase through abandoned mine-shafts and secret passageways where every turn holds another key to the 
Sword’s real power. It’s a fast-paced flight through dark tunnels -- with virtue itself in the balance.    
 
Adventures in Odyssey and The Treasure of the Incas    CBD Item Code: 000006 
Join Eugene and his friends Whit and Connie in an adventure that twists and turns through many levels of intrigue and 
danger.  It’s an exciting journey as you help them discover the treasure, and most importantly, discover the truth. 
 
Adventures in Odyssey and The Great Escape CBD Item Code: 700020 
Eugene has just invented a life-size virtual reality game and invites Michael and Mandy to be the first to try it out.  But when 
Michael removes the Safety Protocols, the virtual reality game turns into a very real struggle, pitting Michael and Mandy 
against the Computer’s brain—a hyper-intelligent enemy known as Seepi Yu.  Is this “GAME OVER?”  
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ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY BOOKS 
 
Adventures in Odyssey: The Official Guide  CBD Item Code: 974753 
Go behind the scenes and see what it takes to bring the adventures to life! With hundreds of actor photos, new trivia for 642 
episodes, original illustrations, interviews with the stars and more, it’s the ultimate backstage pass to the wonderful world of 
Adventures in Odyssey! 584 pages, including an 8-page color photo gallery. 
 
 

ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – KIDSBORO NOVELS 
What will happen to a town run entirely by kids? Find out in Kidsboro, where kids make and sometimes break the rules.  

 
Kidsboro Novels #1   Battle for Control  CBD Item Code: 974098  
Sometimes a leader has to make unpopular decisions. But when Mayor Ryan Cummings votes not to grant Kidsboro 
citizenship to Ashley, he runs into fierce opposition from Ashley’s friend Valerie. The most popular, powerful (not to mention 
beautiful) girl at Odyssey Middle School, Valerie won’t be stopped until she gets what she wants—and she wants to be in 
charge. Is Kidsboro ready for an election pitting Ryan against a girl who cares nothing about rules? 
 
Kidsboro Novels #2   The Rise and Fall of the Kidsborian Empire   CBD Item Code: 974100  
Business is booming lately in Kidsboro. Nelson’s remote-controlled cars are selling like hotcakes, there’s a new 9-hole mini 
golf course in town, and a movie theater just opened. But it all comes to a halt when one store owner sues another… and 
hard times hit Kidsboro. Even Pete, the local filmmaker, is losing money and friends after his actors go on strike. To survive 
this slump, can the kids-only community work together? 
 
Kidsboro Novels #3   The Creek War    CBD Item Code: 974111  
Max is the richest and most powerful kid in town, but his antics get him kicked out of Kidsboro. In revenge, he creates his 
own town across the creek and names it Bettertown. And it really does appear better—it has more attractions, tastier food, 
and more exciting entertainment. But even though Bettertown appears to live up to its name, there are secrets that pit it 
against Kidsboro in an epic battle—complete with snowballs and a menacing catapult. 
 
Kidsboro Novels #4   The Risky Reunion    CBD Item Code: 974128  
The Kidsboro City Council is under attack from all angles. The environmental group wants money to “Clean Up Kidsboro.” 
Another group wants their slingshots legalized. And the animal rights folks even want jobs for their pets. Ryan thinks it’s all 
kind of funny… that is, until the “Girls Against Discrimination” (GAD) walk through the door. Suddenly, with his approval 
ratings slipping, Ryan has to decide which groups to support. But will that set up a virtual war zone in Kidsboro? 

 
ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – ORIGINAL NOVELS 

Travel back to a time before the Adventures in Odyssey Audio Series – twelve book adventures, now packaged in three large volumes! 
 
Original Novels #1   Strange Journey Back     CBD Item Code: 973259  
Mark Prescott is the new kid in Odyssey—and he doesn’t want to be there. His parents have split up, and the only one who 
wants to be his friend is an annoying girl. But not all’s bad. As Mark gets drawn into life in Odyssey, the lessons he learns will 
change his life. Includes four novels in one volume: “Strange Journey Back,” “High Flyer with a Flat Tire,” “The Secret Cave 
of Robinwood,” and “Behind the Locked Door.” 
 
Original Novels #2   Danger Lies Ahead    CBD Item Code: 973291  
Odyssey is a town filled with wonder, surprises, and even a hint of danger as Mark Prescott, Jack Davis, and their friends 
learn in these four stories. Beneath all the fun are important lessons that will change the lives of the kids in Odyssey — and 
maybe yours, too! Includes four novels in one volume: “Lights Out at Camp What-A-Nut,” “Danger Lies Ahead,” “The King’s 
Quest,” and “A Carnival of Secrets.”  
 
Original Novels #3   Point of No Return    CBD Item Code: 973321  
Who'd have guessed that a simple game of catch would lead to a tumble through history? When Matt and Jack discover a 
trap door outside Whit's End, their curiosities take them on a journey back to the pre-Civil War South! Can Jack find and 
rescue Matt, after he's mistakenly sold as a runaway slave?  Includes four novels in one volume: “Point of No Return,” “Dark 
Passage,” “Freedom Run,” and “The Stranger’s Message.” 
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PASSAGES™ SERIES 
This fantasy fiction series is recommended for ages 10 and up. Each book includes a collectible map of Marus! 

 
 

Passages Novels #1   Darien’s Rise   CBD Item Code: 976139 
An old notebook found in the bottom of a trunk sends Whit and Jack on a quest to solve a bizarre mystery.  The 
notebook tells the story of Kyle and Anna who fall through the floorboards of an old house and find themselves in a 
strange new world called Marus.  Will they ever return to their home in Odyssey?  
 
Passages Novels #2   Arin’s Judgment  CBD Item Code: 976122  
The mystery of the notebooks continues as another notebook is found, this one chronicling the adventures of Wade 
Mullins.  A struggle for control centers around Wade as the bearer of knowledge.  Will he bring a message of hope. . .  
or of destruction?  
 
Passages Novels #3   Annison’s Risk     
This time the story centers around Maddy and the princess of Marus who has just married the conquering king.  
Overhearing secret plans of the king's most trusted advisor, Maddy must decide if her loyalty is worth the price of her 
life.  Can Maddy save the kingdom from the tyranny of a wicked man?  
 
Passages Novels #4   Glennall’s Betrayal     
Encountering a band of gypsies in the fog, James Curtis joins them on their journey.  Along the way, he is kidnapped 
and sold into slavery!  Will he be able to escape?  Or is there some higher purpose to this deadly predicament?  
 
Passages Novels #5   Draven’s Defiance     
Knocked unconscious in a railroad tunnel, Scott Graham finds himself in a land where a cruel king and his corrupt wife 
rule with fear and hopelessness.  Filled with unanswered questions, should he take the risky, unpopular stand to help 
the people of this weary nation?  Or could it cost him his life? 
 
Passages Novels #6   Fendar’s Legacy  
Carried along in an unruly crowd, Danny, Wayne and Michelle tumble head over heels into Trickle Lake.  When they 
emerge, Michelle is seized by the police while the other two escape.  Caught on opposite ends of a weary nation's 
struggle to break free from oppression, the kids must make a terrible choice.  Will they make a safe escape...  together?  
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ADVENTURES IN ODYSSEY – ANIMATED DVD SERIES 
Each DVD contains a 30-minute animated episode, plus bonus features.  

 
AIO DVD #1   The Knight Travelers  CBD Item Code: 03993 
High-flying adventure abounds as Dylan and Whit set out to retrieve an amazing one-of-a-kind contraption.  A remarkable 
story in which a young boy makes an unforgettable discovery about what is truly important in life.   
 
AIO DVD #2   A Flight to the Finish  CBD Item Code: 02154  
The race is on!  Dylan bolts from the starting line, determined to win Odyssey’s super-hot derby.  But when Holly’s car 
careens out of control, he’s faced with a tough dilemma –helping her or winning the race.  An exciting lesson on caring.   
 
AIO DVD #3   A Fine Feathered Frenzy  CBD Item Code: 302130  
After mowing down Mrs. Harcourt’s prized rose garden, Dylan is put in charge of watching her treasured parrot Napoleon.  
When Whit accidentally lets the bird escape, it’s a chase against time to retrieve the pet before Mrs. Harcourt returns.  A 
valuable lesson on responsibility.   
 
AIO DVD #4   Shadow of a Doubt  CBD Item Code: 304008  
There’s a cat burglar on the loose in Odyssey and the trail of clues leads to...John Avery Whittaker!  It’s up to Dylan and his 
plan to prove Whit’s innocence before it’s too late.  It’s a suspenseful episode with a lesson on what true friendship is all 
about.   
 
AIO DVD #5   Star Quest  CBD Item Code: 304016  
When Dylan and Sal learn that their favorite sci-fi TV show is filming in Odyssey, they are determined to get in on the action.  
But, a robot with a mind of his own gives them more than they bargained for in this thrilling voyage with a valuable lesson 
about jealousy and friendship.   
 
AIO DVD #6   Once Upon an Avalanche  CBD Item Code: 302161  
It’s thrills, spills, and ch-ch-chills when a hair-raising toboggan ride lands Dylan, Jesse and Carter into the bottom of 
Avalanche Canyon.  They must work together to overcome the many obstacles in their path, learning an important lesson 
about kindness and brotherly love.  
 
AIO DVD #7   Electric Christmas  CBD Item Code: 02784  
Sparks fly when Dylan and his scheming neighbor, Doug, both enter Odyssey’s yard-decorating contest.  While Doug goes 
all-out with a flashy, larger-than-life exhibition, Dylan’s humble manger scene seems to pale in comparison.  Will Dylan scrap 
his simple idea for a bulb-bursting extravaganza?   
 
AIO DVD #8   Go West Young Man  CBD Item Code: 304024  
Strap on yer chaps, grab yer hat and get ready for a rip-roarin’ ride to the Wild West, where Dylan and Eugene face off with 
the Dalton gang.  It’s an Imagination Station trip that is sure to spin yer spurs!   
 
AIO DVD #9   Someone to Watch Over Me  CBD Item Code: 304032  
Dylan has had some wild times in the Imagination Station before, but never one like this! He finds himself in the battle to end 
all battles, encountering one life-threatening struggle after the next. Will help arrive in time?   
 
AIO DVD #10   In Harm’s Way  CBD Item Code: 302110  
When the new kid in town isn’t exactly cool, what’s a guy to do?  Being nice is one thing, but letting him hang around with 
you... well, that’s another thing entirely.  Can Dylan see past Elliot’s “nerdy” liabilities to his inner value?  A critical choice and 
a powerful lesson await in this exciting tale of friendship and love.   
 
AIO DVD #11   A Twist In Time  CBD Item Code: 302145  
Whit is working on a secret new invention- but Dylan and Sal can’t stand the suspense of not knowing what it is.  When they 
disregard Whit’s instructions and sneak into his workshop, the boys trigger a surprising series of events that could lead to 
disaster for Whit’s End... and Mr. Whittaker!   
 
AIO DVD #12   A Stranger Among Us  CBD Item Code: 304040  
Connie and Dylan have gotten caught up in a mystery movie and suddenly every visitor to Whit’s End looks suspicious to 
them.  Eugene tries to temper things with reason, while Connie and Dylan are positive that a stranger stranded by a storm is 
actually an escapee from a nearby prison!   
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AIO DVD #13   Baby Daze  CBD Item Code: 302129  
When a baby shows up on the doorstep of Whit’s End, the place becomes a flurry of splattered food, dirty diapers and 
talking sock-puppets! Eugene wants to study the child’s behavior in the name of “science.” And Dylan and Connie can 
only laugh at his hilarious attempts at childcare. But the baby’s short history catches up to him and the events that follow 
turn Eugene’s world upside down. An evil scientist! Runaway robots! And kidnapping? Oh, my! Eugene must decide 
which is more valuable--the advance of science or a life made in the image of God.   
 
AIO NEW SERIES #1   The Last Days of Eugene Meltsner  CBD Item Code: 97218X  
Through Whit’s new invention, the Micro-Simulator, Eugene takes a fantastic voyage through his own circulatory system and 
makes an alarming discovery. Forced to re-evaluate how he’ll spend the remaining days of his life, he sets into motion a 
chain of events that includes a bank heist, a ticking bomb, and a strangely familiar window washer! Don’t miss this 
supercharged show with a powerful lesson about trusting God and living each day as if it were your last.   
 
AIO NEW SERIES #2   Escape from the Forbidden Matrix  CBD Item Code: 72190  
Dylan can't get enough of the new action-packed video game Insectoids. So when he and his friend, Sal, are invited to 
play Insectoids "for real" in the virtual-reality Room of Consequence at Whit's End, they jump at the chance. But when the 
game gets too predictable, Dylan throws caution to the wind and enters the "forbidden matrix." Will Dylan and Sal be able 
to escape? Find out in this fast-paced adventure in which Dylan and Sal learn the dangers of wasting time and discover 
what's really important in life.    
 
AIO NEW SERIES #3   Caves of Qumran  CBD Item Code: 972201  
When a mysterious old treasure map shows up in Odyssey, Mr. Whitaker, Dylan, Connie, and Eugene embark on a 
perilous journey that leads them to the Caves of Qumran in Palestine. The search for hidden treasure explodes into a 
harrowing adventure as Whit and the gang narrowly escape dangerous traps and solve mysterious clues to reach a 
secret cave. But a sinister Mr. Faustus and his cronies are also hot on the trail! Travel with the Odyssey gang to the 
ancient caves of Qumran, where mystery, intrigue, and excitement abound in this new, high-action adventure in Odyssey. 
 
AIO NEW SERIES #4   Race to Freedom  CBD Item Code: 97221X  
Dylan and Carter stumble upon an Imagination Station adventure that takes them back to pre-Civil War days—and Carter 
discovers that he is a slave in Kentucky!  Dylan, with the help of an abolitionist named Andrew, helps his friend and two 
other slaves escape and travel up the Underground Railroad, all the while being chased by angry slave-owners.   
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Adventures in Odyssey CHECKLIST FOR FAMILIES 
 

For the latest information, log on to the official Adventures in Odyssey website: www.whitsend.org. To request products, call 
(800) A-FAMILY (800-232-6459).

 

Adventures in Odyssey Audio Series 
 The Lost Episodes 
 Volume 1: The Adventure Begins  
 Volume 2: Stormy Weather  
 Volume 3: Heroes  
 Volume 4: FUN-damentals  
 Volume 5: Daring Deeds, Sinister Schemes  
 Volume 6: Mission: Accomplished  
 Volume 7: On Thin Ice  
 Volume 8: Beyond Expectations 
 Volume 9: Just in Time 
 Volume 10: Other Times, Other Places 
 Volume 11: It’s Another Fine Day… 
 Volume 12: At Home and Abroad  
 Volume 13: It All Started When…  
 Volume 14: Meanwhile, in Another Part of Town  
 Volume 15: A Place of Wonder  
 Volume 16: Flights of Imagination 
 Volume 17: On Earth As It is in Heaven  
 Volume 18: A Time of Discovery! 
 Volume 19: Passport to Adventure 
 Volume 20: A Journey of Choices 
 Volume 21: Wish You Were Here! 
 Volume 22: The Changing Times 
 Volume 23: Twists and Turns 
 Volume 24: Risks and Rewards 
 Volume 25: Darkness before Dawn 
 Volume 26: Back on the Air 
 Volume 27: The Search for Whit 
 Volume 28: Welcome Home! 
 Volume 29: Signed, Sealed and Committed 
 Volume 30: Through Thick and Thin 
 Volume 31: Days to Remember 
 Volume 32: Hidden Treasures 
 Volume 33: Virtual Realities 
 Volume 34: In Your Wildest Dreams 
 Volume 35: The Big Picture 
 Volume 36: Danger Signals 
 Volume 37: Countermoves 
 Volume 38: Battle Lines 
 Volume 39: Friends, Family and Countrymen 
 Volume 40: Out of Control 
 Volume 41: In Hot Pursuit 
 Volume 42: No Way Out 
 Volume 43: Along for the Ride 
 Volume 44: Eugene Returns!  
 Volume 45: Lost & Found   
 Volume 46: A Date with Dad (and Other Calamities)  
 Volume 47: Into the Light 
 Volume 48: Moment of Truth 
 Volume 49: The Sky’s the Limit 
 Volume 50: The Best Small Town 
 Volume 51: Take it From the Top 
 
 
 
 
 

Adventures in Odyssey Audio Series 
 The Truth Chronicles 
 LIVE 
 
Passages™  Audio Series 
 Darien’s Rise 
 
Adventures in Odyssey Books  
 

 Adventures in Odyssey: The Official Guide 
 
4-Books-In-1 Original Series 
 #1: Strange Journey Back   
 #2: Danger Lies Ahead  
 #3: Point of No Return  
 
Kidsboro™ Series 
 #1: Battle for Control 
 #2: The Rise and Fall of the Kidsborian Empire 
 #3: The Creek War 
 #4: The Risky Reunion 
 
Passages™ Series 
 Manuscript 1: Darien’s Rise  
 Manuscript 2: Arin’s Judgment  
 Manuscript 3: Annison’s Risk 
 Manuscript 4: Glennall’s Betrayal 
 Manuscript 5: Draven’s Defiance 
 Manuscript 6: Fendar’s Legacy 
 
Adventures in Odyssey Animated DVD Series 
 

 #1: The Knight Travelers 
 #2: A Flight to the Finish 
 #3: A Fine Feathered Frenzy 
 #4: Shadow of a Doubt 
 #5: Star Quest 
 #6: Once Upon an Avalanche 
 #7: Electric Christmas 
 #8: Go West Young Man 
 #9: Someone to Watch Over Me 
 #10: In Harm’s Way 
 #11: A Twist in Time 
 #12: A Stranger Among Us 
 #13: Baby Daze 
 
Animated DVDs: New Series 
 #1: The Last Days of Eugene Meltsner 
 #2: Escape from the Forbidden Matrix 
 #3: Caves of Qumran 
 #4: Race to Freedom 
 
Games for the Whole Family 
 The Great Escape  
 The Sword of the Spirit 
 The Treasure of the Incas 


